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Across

1. German Deployment groups

2. infectious disease

5. ten men under the age of 13 for a 

jewish group

6. Largest concentration camp

8. place where the Jewish people were 

held by the Nazis

11. intense military campaign

12. Hitlers Book

13. Anti-semitic laws in Nazi germany

14. Teenage dutch jew

17. day allied forces invaded france

19. regime empire of the nazis

24. Nation in Europe

25. Prisoner in a nazi concentration 

camp

29. action of appeasing

30. Elite corps of combat troops

32. Authoritarian nationalistic right 

wing system

38. this chemical was used to kill 

Jews in the shower

39. slim portions

40. high

41. who were the members of the 

National Socialist German Workers 

Party?

42. youth organization of the nazi 

party

43. the monotheistic religion of the 

Jews

44. the making of ammends

Down

3. international organization of many 

nations

4. huge island nation off south east 

coast of africa

7. withdrawal of militia

9. Leader of the Nazis

10. organized massacre of particular 

ethnic group

15. was a prisoner in a Nazi 

concentration camp who was assigned by 

the SS guards to supervise forced 

labor or carry out administrative 

tasks.

16. info of biased or misleading 

nature

18. leaving ones own country

20. opinion with lack of reason

21. german word meaning parliament

22. council representing the jewish 

community

23. group of countries that oppose the 

allies powers

26. very poor neighborhood

27. Nazi policy of exterminating 

european jews

28. Prejudice against Jews

31. deporting a foreigner

33. a great or complete devastation or 

destruction

34. deliberately killing of a large 

group

35. a republic in SW Asia, on the 

Mediterranean

36. the war that involves most of the 

principal nations of the world

37. camp where Jews were killled


